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1. Summary 

The report describes and presents the transfer of the specification in the software prototype and the 
piloting with data from the ten selected 
ECVET projects since 2007, available in the EU

The system is based on the work of a team of expert developers from Germany and Italy with 
profound expertise in validation
and EQF taxonomies and specifications.

1.1. Concept 

This development concept of the R&D project within IMPACT related to 
of IMPACT was threefold: 

 Firstly, after an inquiry of the few (existing) specifications (IO1) the ECVET recommendation 
was thoroughly analysed and transferred into a specification draft which is the basis for a 
machine-readable system 

 Secondly, a first technological specification (IO2) was developed from which
 Thirdly, a software prototype

system data developed by those projects that were identified feasible since they were in 
accordance to the 2009 specification.

The software prototype was developed on the technological basis of the LEVEL5 validation system. 
As LEVEL5 was designed as a holistic planning and validation instrument for informal and non
learning under specific consideration of soci
so much designed to validate “formal qualifications”. Hence
recommendations and eventually with the developed specifications.

1.2. Development phases

The software prototype was developed in two stages:

 The first version 0.1 delivered a first functional model from 
 This version was updated to 

ECVET projects until September 2016.

The V0 software prototype is a deliverable based on 
of the REVEAL network. As prototype,
specification, as technological basis of this 
www.open-ecevet.org which invites open source developers to further develop specifications and 
eventually software for validation purposes.

1.3. Outcomes 

The transfer was successfully executed 
according to the recommendations could be integrated 
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report describes and presents the transfer of the specification in the software prototype and the 
ten selected example projects out of the total of more than 100 funded 

ECVET projects since 2007, available in the EU-databases. 

the work of a team of expert developers from Germany and Italy with 
profound expertise in validation of informal and non-formal learning, learning technologies, 
and EQF taxonomies and specifications. 

is development concept of the R&D project within IMPACT related to the learning technology part 

ry of the few (existing) specifications (IO1) the ECVET recommendation 
was thoroughly analysed and transferred into a specification draft which is the basis for a 

system – in other words the pre-condition for a software prototype
a first technological specification (IO2) was developed from which

a software prototype1 could be developed (IO3) which was tested with the ECVET 
system data developed by those projects that were identified feasible since they were in 

to the 2009 specification. 

The software prototype was developed on the technological basis of the LEVEL5 validation system. 
As LEVEL5 was designed as a holistic planning and validation instrument for informal and non

ation of social, personal and organisational competences
so much designed to validate “formal qualifications”. Hence, it had to be adapted to match with the 
recommendations and eventually with the developed specifications. 

Development phases 

The software prototype was developed in two stages: 

he first version 0.1 delivered a first functional model from the project start until June 2016
was updated to 0.2 based on the practice tests with the real data fr

September 2016. 

is a deliverable based on the LEVEL5 software, which is 
prototype, it is a demonstrator that is not published. However, the 

gical basis of this prototype, is published on the specific website: 
which invites open source developers to further develop specifications and 

for validation purposes. 

successfully executed in two phases. The data of those projects that worked 
according to the recommendations could be integrated in the software. 
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report describes and presents the transfer of the specification in the software prototype and the 
out of the total of more than 100 funded 

the work of a team of expert developers from Germany and Italy with 
formal learning, learning technologies, ECVET 

the learning technology part 

ry of the few (existing) specifications (IO1) the ECVET recommendation 
was thoroughly analysed and transferred into a specification draft which is the basis for a 

dition for a software prototype 
a first technological specification (IO2) was developed from which 

could be developed (IO3) which was tested with the ECVET 
system data developed by those projects that were identified feasible since they were in 

The software prototype was developed on the technological basis of the LEVEL5 validation system. 
As LEVEL5 was designed as a holistic planning and validation instrument for informal and non-formal 

competences, it was not 
it had to be adapted to match with the 

the project start until June 2016 
on the practice tests with the real data from the 

the LEVEL5 software, which is background (IPR) 
is not published. However, the 

prototype, is published on the specific website: 
which invites open source developers to further develop specifications and 

. The data of those projects that worked 
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Thus, the IMPACT project delivered a functional prototype that for the first time facilitates validation 
processes in a digital environment that promotes:

 The standardised and transferrable description of qualifications
 the re-use of validation instruments, too
 the adaptation of these instruments in order to transfer them to

learning projects and contexts
 The exchange of data between validating organisations and projects on the European level
 An IT based user management

 
The software prototype can be the cornerstone of a system which goes beyond an exchange 
platform for validation data. 

If connected with other learning technologies, such as LMS and e
serve to a high feasibility and usability
settings. 
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the IMPACT project delivered a functional prototype that for the first time facilitates validation 
processes in a digital environment that promotes: 

The standardised and transferrable description of qualifications 
instruments, tools, procedures 

the adaptation of these instruments in order to transfer them to different 
learning projects and contexts 
The exchange of data between validating organisations and projects on the European level
An IT based user management 

The software prototype can be the cornerstone of a system which goes beyond an exchange 

If connected with other learning technologies, such as LMS and e-Portfolios the system can truly 
serve to a high feasibility and usability of VINFL in connection with blended learning or e
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the IMPACT project delivered a functional prototype that for the first time facilitates validation 

different (individualised) 

The exchange of data between validating organisations and projects on the European level 

The software prototype can be the cornerstone of a system which goes beyond an exchange 

Portfolios the system can truly 
of VINFL in connection with blended learning or e-learning 
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2. Project Integration 

In the following a selection of projects shall be presented by opposing the (
from the ECVET databases with the digital (and functional) repre

This visualisation serves on the one hand the documentation of the functionalities based on the 
structure (derived from the 2009 recommendations and transferred into an IT
specification) and describes on 
overcome while transferring a huge amount of data from different practice projects in the 
(standardised) prototype. 

 

2.1. 2get1care 

Fig. 1:  2get1care_Unit3 
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In the following a selection of projects shall be presented by opposing the (analogue
from the ECVET databases with the digital (and functional) representation in the software prototype.

This visualisation serves on the one hand the documentation of the functionalities based on the 
structure (derived from the 2009 recommendations and transferred into an IT
specification) and describes on the other hand some of the obstacles that the project had to 
overcome while transferring a huge amount of data from different practice projects in the 
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analogue) descriptions 
sentation in the software prototype. 

This visualisation serves on the one hand the documentation of the functionalities based on the 
structure (derived from the 2009 recommendations and transferred into an IT-system via the 

the other hand some of the obstacles that the project had to 
overcome while transferring a huge amount of data from different practice projects in the 
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Fig. 2: LEVEL5: 2get1care_qualification

 

The LEVEL5 GUI shows the Unit 3: “Training and Occupational Situation...” as part of the qualification.

By clicking on the arrow, one lands in the next sub
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2get1care_qualification 

The LEVEL5 GUI shows the Unit 3: “Training and Occupational Situation...” as part of the qualification.

one lands in the next sub-section: 
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The LEVEL5 GUI shows the Unit 3: “Training and Occupational Situation...” as part of the qualification. 
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Fig. 3: LEVEL5: 2get1care_unit3 

Clicking on the arrow in Show details for Unit 3.2 Learning, Learning Techniques opens up the next 
section: 
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Show details for Unit 3.2 Learning, Learning Techniques opens up the next 
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Show details for Unit 3.2 Learning, Learning Techniques opens up the next 
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Fig. 4: LEVEL5: 2get1care_subunit3_2

 

In the sub-unit, the Knowledge and skills related learning outcome descriptors are displayed.

ECVET points can be assigned to the le
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2get1care_subunit3_2 

the Knowledge and skills related learning outcome descriptors are displayed.

ECVET points can be assigned to the learning unit and relatively weighted (Fig. 4).
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the Knowledge and skills related learning outcome descriptors are displayed. 

arning unit and relatively weighted (Fig. 4). 
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2.2. Chemlab 

Fig. 5: Chemlab Qualification 

The Chemlab qualification relates to the VET field of cosmetics analysis and consists of 7 units.

Chemlab provided one descriptive field related to “cross sectoral 
related to one unit separately but are required to the qualification in an overarching way.

In the following the transfer into the prototype is displayed:
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The Chemlab qualification relates to the VET field of cosmetics analysis and consists of 7 units.

Chemlab provided one descriptive field related to “cross sectoral learning outcomes” that are not 
related to one unit separately but are required to the qualification in an overarching way.

In the following the transfer into the prototype is displayed: 
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The Chemlab qualification relates to the VET field of cosmetics analysis and consists of 7 units. 

learning outcomes” that are not 
related to one unit separately but are required to the qualification in an overarching way. 
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Fig. 6: LEVEL5: chemlab_qualification_A

The start page of the Chemlab qualification shows the different units in the overview table.

The cross sectoral learning outcomes can be introduced and displayed in the field “additional content 
field”. 

Generic competences could probably be listed here as well.
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LEVEL5: chemlab_qualification_A 

lab qualification shows the different units in the overview table.

The cross sectoral learning outcomes can be introduced and displayed in the field “additional content 

could probably be listed here as well. 
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lab qualification shows the different units in the overview table. 

The cross sectoral learning outcomes can be introduced and displayed in the field “additional content 
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Fig. 7: Chemlab Unit 2 

The unit (Fig. 6) describes knowledge and skills on two different competence levels and connects 
them with work tasks. 

Note: This is a special case (with consequences for the IT specification) since in this unit the 
knowledge related Learning Outcomes cover Levels A and B while the skills relate to separate skill 
levels. 
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The unit (Fig. 6) describes knowledge and skills on two different competence levels and connects 

Note: This is a special case (with consequences for the IT specification) since in this unit the 
Outcomes cover Levels A and B while the skills relate to separate skill 
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The unit (Fig. 6) describes knowledge and skills on two different competence levels and connects 

Note: This is a special case (with consequences for the IT specification) since in this unit the 
Outcomes cover Levels A and B while the skills relate to separate skill 
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Fig. 8: LEVEL5: chemlab_unit2A 

 

Fig. 7 shows how the ECVET Unit 2A is displayed in the software: Below the overview of Unit 2 (with 
ECVET points, relative weight) one finds 
knowledge and skills. 

The work tasks are displayed in an “additional field”. For future applications (see perspectives) these 
fields are already the interfaces to learning management systems.
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Fig. 7 shows how the ECVET Unit 2A is displayed in the software: Below the overview of Unit 2 (with 
ECVET points, relative weight) one finds a catalogue of learning outcomes differentiated in 

The work tasks are displayed in an “additional field”. For future applications (see perspectives) these 
fields are already the interfaces to learning management systems. 
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Fig. 7 shows how the ECVET Unit 2A is displayed in the software: Below the overview of Unit 2 (with 
a catalogue of learning outcomes differentiated in 

The work tasks are displayed in an “additional field”. For future applications (see perspectives) these 
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2.3. COLOR 

Fig. 9: The HCO (COLOR) qualification

The COLOR project has worked on a qualification for Health Care Operators. 

It includes the references, the ECVET levels and descriptors on the qualification and the key activities 
of the HCO and the standard work a
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qualification 

The COLOR project has worked on a qualification for Health Care Operators.  

It includes the references, the ECVET levels and descriptors on the qualification and the key activities 
of the HCO and the standard work activities. 
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It includes the references, the ECVET levels and descriptors on the qualification and the key activities 
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Fig. 10: LEVEL5_color_qualification

Figure 10 displays the transfer of the COLOR qualification into the software. The qualification 
description can be integrated at the top of the page, the sub
this case) can be added in the “additional description field
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LEVEL5_color_qualification 

Figure 10 displays the transfer of the COLOR qualification into the software. The qualification 
description can be integrated at the top of the page, the sub-descriptions (which may be important in 

case) can be added in the “additional description field” while the units are listed 
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Figure 10 displays the transfer of the COLOR qualification into the software. The qualification 
descriptions (which may be important in 

while the units are listed below. 
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Fig. 11: Color unit 1 

The learning outcomes per unit are described in three columns along knowledge, skills and 
competence, differentiated (EQF conform) as level 
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The learning outcomes per unit are described in three columns along knowledge, skills and 
competence, differentiated (EQF conform) as level of autonomy and responsibility.
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The learning outcomes per unit are described in three columns along knowledge, skills and 
of autonomy and responsibility. 
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Fig. 12: LEVEL5_color_unit1 

The software transfer is displayed in Fig. 12 
Unit. 
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The software transfer is displayed in Fig. 12 – the Learning Outcomes are listed on the page for each 
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the Learning Outcomes are listed on the page for each 
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2.4. CREATE 

Fig. 13: Create qualification 

 

Fig. 14: Create: Unit 4 

In case of CREATE, the Units have been differentiated in Sub
not foreseen in the specification and that had to be considered in the software in order to enable 
projects to insert this variation which may be meaningful in certain ca
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the Units have been differentiated in Sub-Units. This is a differentiation which was 
not foreseen in the specification and that had to be considered in the software in order to enable 
projects to insert this variation which may be meaningful in certain cases: 
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Units. This is a differentiation which was 
not foreseen in the specification and that had to be considered in the software in order to enable 
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Fig. 15 LEVEL5_create_qualification 

Different working fields have been considered in the “additional content field” section.
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Different working fields have been considered in the “additional content field” section.
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Different working fields have been considered in the “additional content field” section. 
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Fig. 16: LEVEL5_create_unit4 

Fig. 16 shows the differentiation of units and sub
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Fig. 16 shows the differentiation of units and sub-units. 
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Fig. 17: LEVEL5_create_subunit4_1 

Eventually, the learning outcomes for sub
can be described in further detail in the right “show detail” column in order to give advice for 
other/new partners. 
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the learning outcomes for sub-units are being displayed in Fig. 16. Each learning outcome 
can be described in further detail in the right “show detail” column in order to give advice for 
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Each learning outcome 
can be described in further detail in the right “show detail” column in order to give advice for 
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2.5. Easy Metal 

Fig. 18: Easy Metal Unit 3 #1 

We start the description already on Unit level. Easy metal is one of the examples in which the 
software had to be adapted and the specification had to be modified. 

Easy metal created a special case which might be applied quite often in reality 
of the strengths of an IT based validation.

Easy metal was directed towards three qualifications: Industrial Metal Work Occupations; Metal 
Worker and Machinery and Plant Operator. 

In Easy Metal, certain Units of Learning Outcomes create a different amount of ECVET points. This 
may be a reasonable scenario –
development. 
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We start the description already on Unit level. Easy metal is one of the examples in which the 
software had to be adapted and the specification had to be modified.  

Easy metal created a special case which might be applied quite often in reality and which reveals one 
of the strengths of an IT based validation. 

Easy metal was directed towards three qualifications: Industrial Metal Work Occupations; Metal 
Worker and Machinery and Plant Operator.  

of Learning Outcomes create a different amount of ECVET points. This 
– however it poses a challenge to both specification and software 
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We start the description already on Unit level. Easy metal is one of the examples in which the 

and which reveals one 

Easy metal was directed towards three qualifications: Industrial Metal Work Occupations; Metal 

of Learning Outcomes create a different amount of ECVET points. This 
however it poses a challenge to both specification and software 
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Fig. 19: Easy Metal Unit 3 #1 

 

Fig. 19 shows one exemplary Unit of learning 
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Unit of learning outcomes as outlined by the project.
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outcomes as outlined by the project. 
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Fig. 20a: LEVEL5_easy_metal_qualification

Figure 20a displays one the three 
with the highest ECVET points. Units are listed at the bottom of the page.
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: LEVEL5_easy_metal_qualification 

the three qualifications, in this case “Industrial Metal Work Oc
Units are listed at the bottom of the page. 
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ustrial Metal Work Occupations” 
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Fig. 20 b: LEVEL5_easy_metal_qualification #2

 

Figure 22b displays the qualification “Metal Worker” with similar units. As mentioned above, in this 
qualification they related to different ECVET points, here 16.

However, the same units can be (re
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Fig. 20 b: LEVEL5_easy_metal_qualification #2 

Figure 22b displays the qualification “Metal Worker” with similar units. As mentioned above, in this 
qualification they related to different ECVET points, here 16. 

However, the same units can be (re-)used, only the points may be modified. 
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Figure 22b displays the qualification “Metal Worker” with similar units. As mentioned above, in this 
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Fig. 21: LEVEL5_easy_metal_unit3 

 

Figure 21 shows the unit 3 (production of simple assemblies) for the qualification of Industrial Metal 
Work Occupations which has an equivalent of 19,79 ECVET points.
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shows the unit 3 (production of simple assemblies) for the qualification of Industrial Metal 
Work Occupations which has an equivalent of 19,79 ECVET points. 
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shows the unit 3 (production of simple assemblies) for the qualification of Industrial Metal 
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Fig. 22: LEVEL5_easy_metal_unit3_part2

The second part of the screen reveals the Learning outcomes listed according to the knowledge and 
skills category. 

The Unit can be copied and simply assigned to different ECVET points for the other qualifications 
“Metal Worker” and “Machinery and Plant Operator”

 

Note: The following five projects 2.6 to 2.10 could be easily integrated in the software since they had 
developed in close accordance with the recommendation from the EP 2009.

Therefore, the screenshots from the ECVET 
visualise this transfer. 
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LEVEL5_easy_metal_unit3_part2 

The second part of the screen reveals the Learning outcomes listed according to the knowledge and 

The Unit can be copied and simply assigned to different ECVET points for the other qualifications 
” and “Machinery and Plant Operator” 

Note: The following five projects 2.6 to 2.10 could be easily integrated in the software since they had 
developed in close accordance with the recommendation from the EP 2009. 

the screenshots from the ECVET databases and the LEVEL5 prototype will be opposed to 
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The second part of the screen reveals the Learning outcomes listed according to the knowledge and 

The Unit can be copied and simply assigned to different ECVET points for the other qualifications 

Note: The following five projects 2.6 to 2.10 could be easily integrated in the software since they had 

databases and the LEVEL5 prototype will be opposed to 
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2.6. Ereivet 

Fig 22: Ereivet Unit A2 

Fig 23: LEVEL5_ereivet_qualification
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LEVEL5_ereivet_qualification 
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Fig 24: LEVEL5_ereivet_unitA2 

 

Eireivat is a project which easily fits into the software.
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Eireivat is a project which easily fits into the software. 
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2.7. ESTO 

Fig 25: esto_qualification1 
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Fig 26: LEVEL5_esto_qualification
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LEVEL5_esto_qualification 
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Fig 27: esto_unit2_1 
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Fig 28: LEVEL5_esto_unit2_1 
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2.8. Learning with Clay
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Learning with Clay 
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Fig 29: learn_with_clay_unit3 

Fig 30: LEVEL5_learn_with_clay_qualification
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LEVEL5_learn_with_clay_qualification 
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Fig 31: LEVEL5_learn_with_clay_unit3
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LEVEL5_learn_with_clay_unit3 
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2.9. Proper Chance

Fig 31: proper_chance_qualification
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roper Chance 

proper_chance_qualification 
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Fig 32: LEVEL5_proper_chance_qualification
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LEVEL5_proper_chance_qualification 
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Fig 33: proper_chance_unit2 
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Fig 34: LEVEL5_proper_chance_subunit_2_2
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LEVEL5_proper_chance_subunit_2_2 
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Fig 35: LEVEL5_proper_chance_unit2
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LEVEL5_proper_chance_unit2 
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2.10. SME Master 

Fig 36: SME Master qualification 
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Fig 37: LEVEL5_sme_master_qualification
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LEVEL5_sme_master_qualification 
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Fig 38: LEVEL5_sme_master_unit2 
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Fig 39: SME master unit 2 

 

Fig 40: SME master unit Qualification 2
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Fig 40: SME master unit Qualification 2 
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3. Conclusion 

3.1. Outcomes 

The transfer was successfully executed in two 
according to the recommendations could be integrated in the software.

Thus, the IMPACT project delivered a functional prototype that
validation processes in a digital environment that promotes:

 The standardised and transferrable description of qualifications
 to promote standardised IT

descriptors. 
 to promote standardise

new partners in Europe
 to facilitate an IT

 the re-use of validation instruments, tools, procedures such as
 assessment design, methods and instruments
 learning outcome de

 the adaptation of these instruments in order to transfer them to
 different learning projects and contexts
 individualised learning scenarios

 The exchange of data between validating organisations and projects on the European level
 For instance, transferrable learning outcome descriptions
 Identification and Assessment instruments

 An IT based user management, for instance 
 for large VET institutions
 for European networks and collaborating partners

3.2. Perspectives/Vision

The software prototype can be th
platform for validation data. 

If connected with other learning technologies, such as LMS and e
serve to a high feasibility and usability of VINFL in connection with bl
settings. 

In this connection, the IMPACT project has already developed strategic partnerships with:

 KA1 courses 
 KA2 projects 
 The OWL qualification for the large community of Adult Educators in Germany.
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The transfer was successfully executed in two phases. The data of those projects that worked 
according to the recommendations could be integrated in the software. 

the IMPACT project delivered a functional prototype that, for the first time
validation processes in a digital environment that promotes: 

The standardised and transferrable description of qualifications 
to promote standardised IT-based translations of qualifications, LO units and KSC 

to promote standardised procedures for assessments that can be transferred also to 
new partners in Europe 
to facilitate an IT-based quality management 

use of validation instruments, tools, procedures such as: 
assessment design, methods and instruments 
learning outcome descriptors  

the adaptation of these instruments in order to transfer them to: 
different learning projects and contexts 
individualised learning scenarios 

The exchange of data between validating organisations and projects on the European level
ransferrable learning outcome descriptions 

Identification and Assessment instruments 
An IT based user management, for instance  

for large VET institutions 
for European networks and collaborating partners 

Perspectives/Vision 

The software prototype can be the cornerstone of a system which goes beyond an exchange 

If connected with other learning technologies, such as LMS and e-Portfolios, the system can truly 
serve to a high feasibility and usability of VINFL in connection with blended learning or e

the IMPACT project has already developed strategic partnerships with:

The OWL qualification for the large community of Adult Educators in Germany.
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